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Rapperâ€™s Delight: The Hip Hop Cookbook features thirty recipes inspired by your favourite Hip

Hop artists of today and yesteryear. Split into three categories of Starters,Mains and Desserts,the

book includes a wide range of delights such as Wu-Tang Clam Chowder, Public Enemiso Soup,

Run DM Sea Bass and Busta Key Lime Pie.Each of the recipes is accompanied by a bespoke piece

of artwork, created by one of thirty of the best upcoming illustrators. Rapperâ€™s Delight celebrates

the many humorous parallels between food and Hip Hop, making it a must-have for anyone with a

love for cooking, music or illustration, or indeed all three.
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"Hip Hop has been woven into the world culture for 40 years now, so why wouldnâ€™t it inspire food

as well? There are all aspects of HipHop, but the best of it has unique blending of ingredients,

detailed preparation as well as great taste. Rappers Delight connects like great food, makes too

much sense." -- Chuck D, Public Enemyâ€œTHIS IS DEFINITELY SOME FOOD FOR THE SOUL

THATâ€™LL MAKE PEOPLE HAPPY TO CHEW ON.â€• -- Phesto, Souls of Mischief

A massive foodie who enjoys creating dishes based on traditional recipes with a twist. Joe also

holds a formal qualification in food preparation and hygiene.Currently working a TV news producer,

Ralph has previously worked as a columnist and journalist at a number of the UKâ€™s leading news

publications.A graphic designer and big Hip Hop fan. Previously work- ing as an Art Director in the

design/lifestyle magazine sector, Peter has since moved into interiors and continues to pursue his



interest in all areas of design.

Bought this to put in a white elephant gift exchange at Christmas with friends and included a set of 4

ramekins to make the LL Souffle from the cookbook. It was stolen a few times during the white

elephant gift exchange after it was opened, so I call that a success! Obviously, I didn't make any of

the recipes as it was a gift, but they sounded great when I flipped through it when it arrived. The

recipe names are hilarious. I'm a pretty well-seasoned cook, but it didn't seem like the recipes were

too difficult (there was a difficulty level noted for each recipe) nor did it seem that the ingredients

would be too hard to find.

I loved it. the recipes weren't anything crazy or too complicated and basically just added a hip hop

themed name to regular recipes. It would have been cooler if these were researched as being the

favorites of each of the individual rappers/groups.The real highlight of the book is it being a medium

to show off the artwork which is really nicely composed.

Bought for my dad who likes hip hop and cooking. Hopefully he can listen to some nice tunes will

making some delicious food!

I should have looked at the dimensions, but when it arrived it was much smaller than I had

expected. Much smaller. That doesn't really matter though unless you are hoping to lay the book out

when you are, oh I don't know....cooking. Its so compact that it will be difficult to keep the book open

to the page you are on without cracking the binding all the way open. I get that it is a novelty

item...but it is a useful novelty item with actual recipes that honestly do look really good!

Haven't even tried the recipes yet, but the puns alone were enough to make us want to buy and

recommend this book.

Delivery date was set pretty far off, but we received it 2 weeks earlier than the earliest estimated

delivery date. Bought this for my hiphop loving chef boyfriend who LOVES IT! It's really cool,

especially if you love illustrations! It's a fun gift idea.

very satisfactory!



so funny and creative!
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